Phoenix Logistics, Inc.
Corporate Profile
At Phoenix Logistics, our Mission defines us:
To enhance the success of our customers, Associates, and suppliers
by providing unrivaled value, service, and quality in integrated data
transmission solutions to global military and aerospace markets.

We are a proud supplier to:
Lockheed Martin
Boeing
Northrop Grumman
Honeywell
NASA
Bell Helicopter
Raytheon
Sikorsky Aircraft
U.S. Department of Defense
Fermi Laboratories
L3 Communications

Phoenix Logistics provides comprehensive design,
manufacturing, and test services for high speed and high
frequency data transmission products. We are dedicated to
serving the worldwide Military and Aerospace markets. Our
products can be found on a wide range of major military
and aerospace platforms from the Predator to the C-17
Globemaster to the International Space Station.
We provide custom as well as ready-made interconnect
products, but we don’t confine ourselves as only purveyors
of product. We are first and foremost a solutions provider. We
surround the aircraft, the platform, or the system by providing
not only hardware, but also expertise and experience in
reducing costs through program management and systems
and subsystems integration.
We have over twenty years experience in RF and MIL-STD-1553B
Data Bus product design, manufacture, and integration. Our
expertise supplements and enhances our customers’ in-house
capabilities adding value at each step of the process while
reducing costs.
Our facilities and work force are completely flexible to adapt to
any manufacturing requirement, and allow us to offer delivery
schedules of less than 10 weeks. One of our specialties is reengineering obsolete components and supplying fully qualtested units in minimum or production quantities.
No challenge is too great for us. From the heat at the heart of
a nuclear reactor to the cold of the dark side of the moon our
dedicated Associates design and produce data transmission
solutions that get the data where it needs to be.
Our standards of quality, our proven track record in providing
cost effective solutions to difficult engineering challenges,
and our ability to deliver on time every time set us apart in the
industry.

ISO 9001 / AS 9100 Certified

Phoenix Logistics, Inc.
Corporate Profile
Our Values: W e D o T h e R ight T hi n g
Respect and dignity for the Individual.
Integrity in each and every action.
Genuine concern for our Customers, Associates, and Suppliers.
Honor embodied by ethical and moral conduct.
Trust earned in every interaction.

We are honored to have contributed to the success and longevity of platforms such as:
Space
• International Space
Station (ISS)
• Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter (LRO)
• TDRS Satellite
ECM
• E-2C Hawkeye
• E-8C J-STARS
• EA6B Prowler
• LANTIRN

Tactical Fighters
• F-14 Tomcat
• F-16 Falcon
• F-18 Hornet
• F-22 Raptor
• F-117 Nighthawk
• C-130, C-130J Hercules
Ground & Sea
• ATNAVICS
• Aegis Cruiser
• Tomahawk

Rotary Wing
• AH-64 Apache, AH-64D
Longbow
• AH-1P Cobra,
AH-1W Super Cobra
• OH-58 Kiowa Warrior
• S-92 Utility Helicopter
• Griffon
• UH Series Blackhawk
Transport
• C-5 Galaxy
• C-17 Globemaster

Phoenix Logistics is ISO9001 and AS9100 certified
and is proud to manufacture all of its products in the U.S.A.
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RF/Microwave Products
A Complete Family of RF/Microwave Components
Phoenix Logistics manufactures a complete family of RF products including
Microwave and Specialty Cable Assemblies, Contacts, Connectors, and
Cable primarily for the highly demanding space, military, and aerospace
markets.

RF Products for:
Space

We have the ability to design, manufacture, and
test custom RF components in any quantity,
including single specialized cable assemblies,
phase-matched cable assemblies, loss-matched
cable assemblies and connectors.

Airframe
Ground Vehicles
Naval Vessels
Military Communications
Radar (Air, Sea, and Ground)
Antennas
Electronic Counter Measures
Electronic Warfare
Missiles and launch systems
(AAM /SSM/AGM)
Surveillance Systems
Reconnaissance Systems
Instrumentation and Test

RF and Microwave Products Features & Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low insertion loss
Broadband performance from DC to 26GHz
Outstanding shielding effectiveness
Exceptional power handling characteristics
High flexibility
Low weight
Phase stability
Survivability in harsh environments
Flammability resistance
Vibration and shock resistance
Humidity and moisture resistance
Ruggedization when necessary
Responsive availability
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RF/Microwave Products
A Complete Family of RF/Microwave Components

Our comprehensive in-house resources allow us to manufacture
the highest quality product at the best possible price and to
deliver it on time, every time.

The products include:
•
•
•
•

Cable Assemblies
Connectors
Cable
Contacts

• Lightweight / Low Loss Cable
Assemblies
• Specialty Cable Assemblies
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RF/Microwave Products
Connectors
Phoenix Logistics has over 15 years of experience in designing, developing, testing, and manufacturing RF connectors. All of our connectors are
provided in strict compliance with customer specifications. Most often
connectors are developed to attach to special coax cable, however we
are experienced in developing connectors for a wide variety of applications.
One of our specialties is providing the equivalent to
obsolete connectors by re-engineering the connector or by
acquiring the obsolete connector IP or product line.

Features & Benefits:
•

Variety of interfaces
available
• Variety of cable
choices to meet any
requirement
•

Solder or crimp
terminations

• Full electrical,
environmental, and
mechanical qualifications
•

Responsive deliveries

•

Cost effective solutions

•

Mil-C-39012 Interfaces

Among our experiences has been: F-16 RF connectors
including TNC, TPS, BNC, N, and HN. These connectors were
designed and developed as a group to the Lockheed
C-Spec and then fully qualified. Production has been ongoing for over 12 years and now includes over 110 different
connector designs including straight plugs, 45°, and 90°
connectors.
Phoenix Logistics also offers connector kits for High Performance Low Loss Cable assemblies. The kits allow the
customer to assemble high performance cable assemblies
in-house or in the field.

Phoenix Logistics offers a broad selection of microwave coaxial connectors. These connectors
are available in a variety of different standard
styles including SMA, TNC, Type N, HN, BNC, and
OSP.
In addition to the standard product line, we have the ability
to produce a wide range of customized connectors, such
as field replaceable connectors, high power connectors,
connector adapters, and locking connectors to meet a
customer’s unique system requirements and needs.
Phoenix Logistics has a reputation in the industry of
helping customers solve problems with all their microwave
connector requirements.

ISO 9001 / AS 9100 Certified

RF/Microwave Products
Connectors

Phoenix Logistics provides Kings equivalent connectors in order to meet
customer needs for connectors that have been deleted from Kings
production.
We approach this on a connector by connector basis, and our priority of
design is as follows:
• Preserving the cable trim dimensions (often the Kings connectors are
for special cables.)
• Maintaining the same tooling and assembly instructions for the assembly of these equivalent connectors to meet OEM production line
preferences.
• Replacing with fit, form, and function at the lowest cost.
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RF/Microwave Products
Specialty Cable Assemblies
Phoenix Logistics produces a broad line of specialty microwave cable assemblies offered in flexible, semi-rigid, and semi-flexible varieties.

Features & Benefits:
Ruggedized
Crush-Proof
Armored
Low VSWR

We design and manufacturer high frequency connectors
in-house for use on these assemblies. We specialize in
producing the more technically difficult assemblies such as
those requiring phase matching. Our designers can provide
assemblies to meet any requirement including cable
assemblies that carry high peak and high average power.
All assemblies are provided with test data. Full qualification
testing can be performed upon customer request.
Generally the assemblies meet the requirements of
Mil-T-81490 and Mil-C-87104.

Phase Matched
High Peak/High Average
Weight Savings
High Temperature
FEP Foam Dielectric
Variety of Connectors
Space Screening

Lightweight/Low Loss Cable Assemblies: Phoenix
Logistics produces a line of cable assemblies that
directly replace RG-393, RG-225 and RG-142,
RG-303, and RG-400.
These assemblies, when compared directly against their
predecessors, offer significant weight savings while providing
equivalent microwave performance.
Our Type I cable is an adaptation of a commercial cable
that is designed for high temperature (200° C).
Our Type II cable is a flexible cable featuring an FEP foam
dielectric.
All assemblies meet or exceed the requirements of the
replaced cable assemblies.
A variety of connectors, such as TNC, SMA, BNC, Type N, are
available for these cables to meet any customer requirement.
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RF/Microwave Products
Specialty Cable Assemblies
Phoenix Logistics produces a family of Low Loss Flexible Microwave Cable
Assemblies to fulfill a wide variety of applications.
These low loss cable assemblies meet the applicable requirements of
Mil-T-81490 and the interfaces of the connectors meet the requirements of
MIL-STD-348.
These assemblies are also available in ruggedized, crush-proof, and armored versions. These assemblies are available with a variety of connector series and can also be customized for low VSWR at given frequencies.

The construction of the cable is:
Center Conductor: 				
Dielectric:						
Outer Conductor: 				
Braid:
				
Jacket:
				

Silver Plated Copper
Taped PTFE
Silver Plated Copper
Silver Plated Copper
ETFE
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RF/Microwave Products
Contacts and Solder Tack System
Phoenix Logistics designs, develops, and currently produces program
specific contacts which cover a wide frequency spectrum.

Phoenix Logistics
has also developed
Microwave Contacts
utilizing moldable plastic
with a dielectric constant
equivalent to Teflon®.

We entered this market to meet customer
concerns regarding price and availability of
unique contacts that had become specified
commodities for specific programs. For many of
these contacts there was only one supplier. This
left the customer and the program vulnerable to
the vagaries of a single supplier.
Such has been the case with Solder Tacs®
provided by TYCO (Raychem Corporation).
Phoenix Logistics developed their STS (Solder Tack
System) Contacts which are the equivalent to
D602-126 and D602-127 contacts. Phoenix Logistics
has also designed replacements for discontinued
Raychem Solder Tacs®.
Phoenix Logistics utilized the same approach to
create equivalent contacts to Radiall EPX® Triaxial
contacts. In this case, development was driven by
C-17 Globemaster cost reductions.

* Solder Tacs® is a registered trademark of Raychem Corporation. Teflon®
is a registered trademark of DuPont Corporation. EPX® is a registered trademark of Radiall Corporation.
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RF/Microwave Products
Contacts and Solder Tack System
Phoenix Logistics has long been a primary user of Raychem (Tyco) Solder
Tacs®. They are widely specified and well known as a reliable system of
contact attachment. Because of the volume of our own use, Phoenix
Logistics found it advantageous to develop its own unique Solder Tack
System (STS) of equivalent contacts.
Through involvement in a number of different airborne programs, Phoenix
Logistics discovered that many airborne systems prefer crimp contacts
to solder contacts. To meet this demand, we developed a unique Crimp
Tack System (CTS) contact.

Currently equivalent Solder & Crimp Tacks available are (equivalent Raychem
part numbers listed for cross reference):

Raychem Part No.
D602-0126
D602-0127
D602-0144
D602-0145

Equivalent Phoenix Logistics Part No.
Crimp Version
Solder Version
C6210-206
S6210-206
C7210-206
S7210-206
C4410-206
S4410-206
C4510-206
S4510-206
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